INTRODUCTION
Hemostasis depends largely on the conversion of fibrinogen to fibrin, catalyzed by the enzyme thrombin. In recent years, there has been considerable advance of knowledge of the formation of thrombin from its various precursors. However, a comparatively small amount of effort has been directed toward studies of the physical nature of the fibrin clot as a possible guide in the better understanding of hemostatic mechanisms in health and disease. Ferry and Morrison (1, 2) converted purified human fibrinogen to fibrin under various conditions of pH, ionic strength, and fibrinogen concentration, and they measured such properties of the clot as opacity, rigidity, friability, and so forth and proposed two general structures: "The fine and the coarse clot." The fine clot showed small deviation from Rayleigh's law which states that the opacity is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the wavelength, but the coarse clot showed considerable departure from this proportion. They stated: "In a solid structure, such as fibrin clot, it is impossible to calculate explicitly the size and shape of structural units from opacity measurements." The larger strands have been studied by direct microscopic observation (3, 4) but the average size strand is too narrow for the limits of optical resolution. The diameter of the fibrin strands has also been measured by the electron microscope (5) (6) (7) (8) . This instrument, however, has the inherent objection of drying the clot with collapse of the three dimensional network. In the studies to be reported herein, light scatter- ' These studies were aided by a contract (NONR 12800) between the Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy and Syracuse University, and by a contract (NONR 12801) between the Office of Naval Research, Department of the Navy and the State University of New York. Both of these contracts were supported jointly by the Office of Naval Research and the Atomic Energy Commission. ' Fellow of the New York State Division of the American Cancer Society during part of these studies.
ing as a method of determining fibrin strand size has been attempted. THEORY' Although the fundamental theory of the molecular scattering of light was given by Lord Rayleigh in 1871, only within the past decade has this method been of practical value in the measurement of the size and shape of particles of biological interest, for P. Debye emphasized that if the particles are comparable in size to the wavelength of light and have a relative index of refraction4 near unity, then the system might be treated similarly to a problem in x-ray diffraction. There are several reviews of this subject (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . Light scattering techniques have been used to determine the size and shape of the fibrinogen molecule and of polymerization of the fibrinogen before gelation (14) . However, there are no reports of a theory or techniques for dealing with particles which have the size and shape of fibrin strands. Therefore, a generalized theory of light scattering for cylindrical rods with a relative index of refraction near unity has been developed. The normalized expression for the angular scattering of light by randomly oriented cylindrical rods of length L and radius R is given by:
8 It is appreciated deeply that Professor Peter Debye and Dr. Fred Bueche of Cornell University developed the theoretical concepts presented here and continued to help in the solving of the technical details of the method. 4 The relative index of refraction, m =-, where n' = renO fractive index of solute particle, no = (15) . Albumin and globulins were determined by the method of Kibrick (16) .
Platelet counts were determined by direct counting using a modified Rees-Ecker diluting fluid (17) . pH was measured on a Cambridge Instrument Co. Model R glass electrode pH meter.
Optical density was measured on a model DU Beckman spectrophotometer using 1.0 cm. cells at room temperature, against a 0.15 molar sodium chloride solution blank.
Angular scattering measurements. The intensity of scattered light was measured with a commercial lightscattering microphotometer (American Instrument Co.) in cylindrical, optically good cells with an internal diameter of 34 mm. The light source was a standard mercury vapor tube (AH4) and three filters were routinely used: X, = 436, 546, 578 millimicrons (Xm = X,/n, where n is the refractive index). The incident beam was 4 X 8 mm. and a 10-degree solid angle receiver nose piece was used. All readings were multiplied by sin 0 to correct for differences in scattering volume. This correction agreed very well with the experimental correction using a dilute fluorescein solution between 60 and 130 degrees. Beyond these limits, the agreement was poor. If no polarizer was used in the incident beam, the observed intensities were also multiplied by 1/1 + cos2 0 to correct for polarization. This correction factor proved experimentally to be very good when one sample was measured both with and without a polaroid (horizontal axis) in the incident beam. This indicates that no serious depolarization takes place. If other proteins are present besides fibrinogen, and particularly with plasma where there may be a variable amount of lipemia, the solutions will scatter light before 970 adz they are clotted. To correct for this, a sample of the solution to be clotted was measured for scattering of exactly the same concentration as that which was clotted. These readings of the unclotted solutions were then subtracted from the readings of the clotted solutions. When fibrinogen alone was used the amount of scattering of the fibrinogen solutions was negligible compared to the scattering of the fibrin clot, in the concentrations used. Small changes of the intensity of the incident beam were determined by measuring the intensity of light at 0 degrees with no cell in the system, before and after each set of readings. Readings were taken between 60 and 130 degrees at 5-or 10-degree intervals. Angles lower than 60 degrees were not used since, as 9 becomes small, , becomes small, and the assumption of Equation 3 is that , is moderately large. Also, at the low angles there is a greater amount of secondary scattering which cannot be accounted for by theory. It is to be noted that absolute scattering intensities are not necessary with this method.
Only relative values at the different angles are needed. 6 Method of determining fibrin strand radii from scattering measurements [19] ) to 100 Angstroms, the method is not very sensitive due to the nature of the Bessel function.
3. True absorption of light will interfere with the method. Hemoglobin is the chief offender. An absorption curve was determined for the unclotted sample and, if there was an absorption peak in the region of 410 millimicrons, the sample was discarded.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Any report concerned with fibrin clot measurements must include information about a large number of variables. For the experiments with Fraction I, the following factors were considered important: pH, ionic strength, thrombin concentration, fibrinogen concentration, time that the measurements were taken after adding thrombin, treatment of the fibrinogen in the processing of Fraction I and its resolution, other (15) . The proteins other than fibrinogen present in the standard preparation of Fraction I were disregarded. In the first experiment the fibrin strand radii were measured at two different pH values at various times after adding thrombin (Figure 1) . The fibrin-concentration was that amount of protein which had clotted at one hour after adding thrombin. In the region of pH 7.0 to 7.8 this is always at least 90 per cent of the amount clotted at the end of four hours, both by our experiments and those of other workers (20) . At more acid pH values this one hour concentration tends to decrease to about 80 per cent of the four hour value with our fibrinogen and thrombin ranges. In this experiment the onehour fibrin concentration at both pH values was 0.33 gm. per liter. The optical densities ( Figure  2 ) were taken at 436 millimicrons although the curves at other wavelengths showed similar shapes. The optical density curves in general agreed with recent reports (20, 21) on the kinetics of the fibrinogen-fibrin reaction.
A more detailed examination of the IX vs. xI curves at pH 5.85 showed that none had any curvature at 30 minutes. Thus, at this time end-to-end polymerization had proceeded to the point where the fibrin segments were greater than approximately 10,000 Angstroms in length (Equations 4 and 5). However, lateral polymerization continued after 30 minutes of clotting (Figure 1) Since the optical density changed very little during the 30-minutes to 4-hour range, it may be assumed that the curvature at the earlier times was not due to secondary scattering but to a small value of L. Also, to be noted at pH 7.15, the radius increased only slightly from 30 minutes to 4 hours ( Figure 1 ). This indicated that at this pH the lateral polymerization preceded the end-to-end polymerization. This agrees with the conclusions of Edsall and Lever (20) and does not conflict with Steiner and Laki (14) who have measured the partially polymerized fibrinogen dimensions just before the gel point, whereas these measurements were considerably after gelation. The value of L of the pH 7.15 sample at one hour calculated by using Equation 6 was 1.1 X 106 Angstroms and the molecular weight of this segment was 1.22 X 10". Using the curvature of the IX vs. X2 plot and Equation 4 , the L values at 30 and 45 minutes were found to be about 1,600 and 3,400 Angstroms, respectively. If L is so small, then the conditions used to derive Equation 3 are no longer valid.
It should be pointed out that if R/Xm _ 0.2 then L/Xm may be as small as 3 (instead of greater than 10) and as a gets smaller, the better will be the approximation. These values of L (L < 12,000 Angstroms) are still so low that one may rightly question the value of R. The method of obtaining L using Equation 4 was also an approximation. Therefore, both the R and L values of the 30-and 45-minute samples are in doubt, although they probably represent values in the general order of magnitude of the true ones. For purposes of standardization the following data for the determination of radii were recorded one hour after adding the thrombin. This seems justified if the pH is greater than 7.0.
B. Effect of fibrinogen concentration
The fibrin strand radii with varying fibrinogen concentrations were determined (Table I) . (Table V) , it appeared that in general the fibrin strands of fresh plasma were somewhat thicker and were less influenced by pH than Fraction I fibrin.
B. Effect of heating
Part of one sample of fresh plasma was heated for 30 minutes at 450 C. before clotting (Table  VI) . Heating under these conditions did not decrease the fibrin strand thickness to the marked extent noted with Fraction I fibrinogen. C. Effect of aging One experiment was performed using pooled blood bank plasma which had been stored in the frozen state approximately one year before using. The pH was 7.12 and platelets were absent. The low values (Table VII) were remarkably close to the values obtained with Fraction I which had been heated before clotting (Table II) . This suggests that a fibrin strand diameter of 300 to 350 Angstroms is the lowest value possible if gelation occurs.
It should be emphasized that drawing conclusions by comparing experiments on protein fractions with experiments on whole plasma may be misleading. Also, the transition from the fine to coarse type of clot occurs at a different pH range with human fibrinogen than with bovine fibrinogen (20) . SUMMARY 1. A generalized expression for the angular scattering of light by randomly oriented cylindrical rods is given. This general expression has been simplified to apply to cylinders of radii between 100 and 1,300 Angstroms, and lengths greater than 12,000 Angstroms.
2. A few illustrations of the application of this theory to the determination of fibrin strand size are presented.
